
 
 

Community Bankers of Michigan Consulting Services 
In partnership with JLH Associates, LLC 

 
In a current environment of increasing regulatory scrutiny, re-focus on myriad areas of compliance and 
ever increasing pressures to expand non-interest revenue, Community banks are challenged to find the 
time and the resources to adequately respond. 
 
Community Bankers of Michigan, working in partnership with Jim Harvin, Managing Director and 
Principal with JLH Associates LLC, has focused consulting services in areas most often addressed by 
Michigan community banks. 
 
Insurance Subsidiary- formation, remediation and revenue development 
Many banks, nationally, derive significant revenue from commissions to bank owned agencies. Consulting services 
can assist with existing bank agencies in increasing revenues and also for potential compliance remediation. New 
insurance subsidiaries can be created, turn-key, which creates immediate revenue. 

 
Development of in-bank product and services referral culture 
Community banks have struggled to create an internal bank “sales culture” for some time. A realization in the 
banking industry is surfacing that top-down sales training has not produced desired results. There is currently focus 
on raising the awareness and effectiveness of Bank employee referral programs for all types of bank products and 
services as a way to effectively refer customers to the appropriate bank product or service to best meet customer 

needs and to maximize revenue for the bank.  
 
Collateral Risk Management 
The potential exists for measured improvement in compliance, coverages, premium costs and perhaps, more 
importantly, integration of technologically advanced, thin client internet based software to significantly improve 
efficiencies, reduce servicing expense and enhance customer service. Commission income should be received by the 
licensed bank agency for all insurance placed in the collateral risk management area. 

  
BOLI 
Due to continuing changes in BOLI products, tax rules, and regulatory compliance, as well as the volatile nature 
existing in financial markets, a third party, independent, BOLI plan assessment will allow the bank to engage in a 
process to systematically analyze bank BOLI holdings. Some areas causing recent concerns have focused on 
compliance in several areas, carrier performance and credit quality, administration and current yields as well as 
acquiring additional BOLI as a desirable asset in the current rate environment. 

Third Party Vendor Risk Management- FIL-44-2008 
Compliance directives are currently in place and are beginning to become of part of compliance examinations 
regarding due diligence of third party vendors. In many banks, third party vendor relationships have been in place 
for long periods of time and have not been reviewed, as required, for compliance, carrier credit quality and vendor 
capability, among others. 
 

As a result of the fee structure in place between Community Bankers of Michigan and JLH Associates, 
fees charged to Member banks associated with these consulting areas are at a significantly reduced rate. 


